
Hi everyone,

In case you missed the lecture from Dr. Kelly - HTE was
kind enough to transcribe it for us due to the detailed 
scientific information of how important our digestive 
system is. 

There are hundreds of brands of digestive enzymes on
the market these days and it can be confusing - however
Dr. Kelly has removed the confusion and given us solid
information to underpin the importance on the body of
complete digestion and explains in detail why our brand
is superior and more complete than many others.

I am on my first full week, and have done nothing 
different except to take the enzyme capsules.  I have
noticed two things immediately.  While the scale has not
changed, my tummy seems to be flatter - less bloating.  I
am more in tune mentally with what is going on inside
there rather than just enjoying the taste of a meal.  It is
making me think, just what value is in the meal I have
prepared for myself, my family, or my guests.  I seem to

be chewing my food more thoroughly as this also aids in
one's digestion.  So I want to help my digestive system
(myself) from that very first bite.  I find that although I do
not over eat as a rule, I am a fast eater so slowing down
the chewing, I am full sooner, and it is easier to push the
plate back.  2 caps taken about 20 minutes before one's
larger meals twice a day are the directions.  So when I
start to prepare my meal I keep that in mind.  The full
glass of lemon water that I take with the capsules 
probably helps my digestion as well.

I did find however that since the product is at this time
only available from LA, the delivery charges were quite
high so next time I order I will be buying it by the case to
justify the transport charge of $25.00.

Please share this with your family.

Regards, 

Joan Anderson
Manager Level Distributor
Barrie, ON

My tummy seems to be flatter - 
less bloating

For thirty five years I 
suffered with eczema on
my scalp, eyebrows and
chin (constant itching
and flaking that was very
embarrassing). Also the
last ten years, I had
developed red spots on
my face (on my forehead

and my cheeks around my nose). I was constantly 
subconsciously aware for both conditions and I have
sought the help of skin specialists but without any 
permanent significant results. I had also a lot of stomach
reflex, bloating, indigestion and heartburn after meals
until the introduction of SOQI-Zyme in the business. 

I immediately started using it (for two and a half months
now) and my wife noticed that in four weeks: A) my
eczema begun clearing up, and the itching stopped, B)
my red facial spots cleared up, and C) I also noticed that
after meals I did not have any stomach reflex, bloating,
indigestion or heartburn. SOQI-Zyme gave me back my

quality of life. Thank you HTE for this amazing product
(another great addition to our product line, and I am
excited about it). I constantly promote it to others!!! 

Alexander Malliarelis                                                     
Supervisor Level Distributor
St Catharines, ON

My great experience
with SOQI-Zyme.



Here are the instructions on how to prepare the 
SOQI-Zyme and oatmeal experiment for your home party
or meeting.  

Step 1: You will need the following items:
- 2 identical cups or bowls
- 2 capsules of SOQI-Zyme
- 1/3 cup of hot water 
- 1 pack of instant oatmeal
- Stirring stick

Step 2: Before the HP / meeting begins, prepare the 
oatmeal.  Use one cup/bowl and mix the oatmeal and hot
water together and stir.  Let the oatmeal sit for half an
hour so you can prepare the rest of the meeting.  The
oatmeal will get dry on the surface.

Step 3: Start your presentation on the SOQI-Zyme.
Show the oatmeal to everyone and divide it evenly into
the empty cup/bowl.  Mix one of the cups/bowls with 2
capsules of SOQI-Zyme.  Carefully open the capsule and
put the powder contents into 1 of the cup/bowl. 

Step 4:  Stir the mixture and you will notice the 
SOQI-Zyme starts to digest the oatmeal instantly.  

Step 5: To create a more dramatic effect, cover the 2
cups/bowls with a tissue paper to reveal the experiment.

Let it sit for another 10-15 minutes
and continue with your 
presentation.

Step 6: After the presentation,
remove the tissue so everyone can
see the final results.  The oatmeal
remains sticky and clumped
together whereas the oatmeal with
SOQI-Zyme has become watery
and liquid form.   

What an amazing outcome!
Everyone will be impressed by
the results.  You can share your 
testimonials on the SOQI-Zyme
and end the presentation by 
sharing the special prices on
the SOQI-Zyme!  Good luck!

SOQI-ZYME &
Oatmeal Experiment 

Step 1:

Step 2:
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Step 4:

Step 5:

Step 6:

After a tooth 
extraction my face
broke out terribly.  I
tried numerous 
products, and even
resorted to antibiotics
for both internal and
external use, and still
no results.  Between
all the doctors I saw I
was diagnosed with
acne, rosacea, 
cellulitis, dermatitis,
and eczema.  At fifty
five years old or at any

age those are not conditions one cares to accept as 
normal.  My ears and eyes were open and searching for

help for my complexion problem that several doctors
were unable to help me with. After reading a testimony
about SOQI-ZYME I knew it was something worth giving
a try.  I ordered SOQI-ZYME and GO GREEN and began
taking those two products with positive results.  I don't
need to stay home, hide my face and be embarrassed
from people seeing me anymore. 

Our body's get sick sometimes because we have too
much of something that causes an imbalance or because
we don't have enough of something needed for proper
nutrition.  I believe that I may have been lacking
enzymes for proper body function.   I don't miss a day
without my SOQI-ZYME or GO GREEN and the bonus is
that I have also lost weight. 

Arline Helms
Norton Shores, MI

Enzymes
for 
proper
body
function
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